Sentence Construction Action Verbs:
An action verb is a word that expresses the action of the subject of a sentence. Its voice is formed in the active tense. **Jim runs.** “Runs” is the action of the subject “Jim”.

I eat.

You clean.

He lives.

She runs.

It works.

We eat.

You voted.

They slept.
An action verb is a word that expresses the action of the subject of a sentence. Its voice is formed in the active tense. **Jim runs.** “Runs” is the action of the subject “Jim”.

\[ \text{I was served.} \]
\[ \text{You were helped.} \]
\[ \text{He was born.} \]
\[ \text{She was teased.} \]
\[ \text{It was taken.} \]
\[ \text{We were uplifted.} \]
\[ \text{You were teased.} \]
\[ \text{They were happy.} \]
An action verb is a word that expresses the action of the subject of a sentence. Its voice is formed in the active tense. **Jim runs.** “Runs” is the action of the subject “Jim”.

Ants move.

Ants were moved.

Balls roll.

Balls were rolled.

Cats eat.

Cats were carried.

Dogs bark.

Dogs were caged.